
Instructions

Babies are attracted to 
contrasting colours and 
patterns. These sensory 
cards stimulate their 
cognitive development 
and eyesight. Support 
learning by tracing the 
patterns with your 
fingers and saying the shapes. 

Black and white cards

Colour cards
Explore basic, bright 
colours. Repeat the 
word and say the 
object to aid 
memorisation.



Count Baby Bears, boats, 
fruit and clothing up  
to five with your baby.  
Show or lay down the cards 
in order as a visual aid to 
see the amount of each  
item increase.

Counting cards

 
Build word association by 
saying the name of each 
object as your baby enjoys 
the picture of it. Then try 
the activities on the back 
to bring the object to life. 

Object cards
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apple



1   Point and say ‘red apple’.

2  Talk about how the apple 
might feel – is it smooth  
or waxy? Heavy or light?

3   Pair the apple with another 
red object card.



duck



1  “Quack quack!” Can your  
baby copy your noises? 
Maybe they just laugh!

2  Point out the different 
features of the duck.

3  Bring it to life! Make it 
‘swim’, ‘peck’ and ‘fly’.



hat



1   Pop the card on your head. 
Then it’s your baby’s turn!

2  Older babies may be able  
to say “hat” – let’s practise.

3  Find one of your baby’s hats 
and explore it together.



ball



1   Say each of the colours  
of the ball.

2  Can your baby find a ball  
(or circle) in the room?

3  Spin the card to mimic the 
real-life roll of a ball.



boat



1   Count the sails.

2  Find the duck card – they 
like water too!

3   Blow on the card and push 
the card along, like there’s  
wind in the sails.



tree



1   Talk about animals that  
are found in trees.

2  Whoosh! Make the rustling 
sound of a breeze blowing 
through the leaves.

3   Look for the tallest tree  
you can find.



carrot



1   Talk about the long, pointy 
shape of the carrot.

2  How many leaves are at  
the top? Count together.

3   Pair this card with the 
bunny card. Munch, munch!



sock



1   Point to different parts of 
your baby’s body and ask,  
“Do socks go here?”

2  What else can you see that 
begins with an ‘s’ sound?

3  If you’re at home, find a few 
different socks and let your 
baby pick their favourite.



toothbrush



1   Spot the minty toothpaste.

2  Pretend to your baby that 
you’re brushing your teeth.

3   Can you find the colour 
purple on any other cards?



brush



1  Gently brush your baby’s 
arm with this card.

2  Now try brushing your hair 
with the card.

3   Point out the soft and hard 
parts of the brush.



sun



1  Describe the sun. It’s bright, 
round and hot!

2  Count up its rays together.

3   Lift the card up to the sky. 
Drop it down and pretend  
to sleep. Then lift it and 
wake up again!



cloud



1   “Clouds are as fluffy as...” 
– complete the sentence!

2  Can your baby trace the 
cloud with their finger?

3   Describe the clouds in the 
sky today to your little one.



rainbow



1   Team up to say the word.  
If you say “rain”, can your 
baby say “bow”?

2  Make up a story about your 
baby. What will they find at 
the end of a rainbow? 

3   “Red and yellow and pink 
and green...” Sing a 
rainbow together.



flower



1  Give the flower on the card 
to your baby as a present. 
Will they give it back to you?

2  Count the curvy petals.

3  Sniff the card and pretend 
to sneeze! How does your 
younger baby react? Any 
giggles?



yellow flower



1  Lift your arms together  
and open them up like  
a blooming flower.

2  Act out planting a flower  
to your little one and talk 
about how it’s done.

3  Find your other flower 
cards and make a garden.



potted flowers



1  Look at the petals together.

2  Stick out your arms like  
the leaves on the stalk.

3  Use the flowers to talk 
about ‘tall’ and ‘short’.



bunny



1   Hop the bunny all about  
to make your baby giggle.

2  Say “ahhh” as your baby 
gently strokes the bunny.

3  Ask your little one to give 
the bunny a name. What  
do they say?



wellies



1   Stomp your feet like you’re 
wearing big wellies! Help 
your baby stomp their feet.

2  Tap the card and say 
“Splash!”, like the wellies 
are jumping in a puddle.

3  Look at your little one’s 
shoes and name all the 
different parts.



bottle



1   Pretend to sip from the 
bottle and say “Ahhh!”.

2  Use the bottle to ‘water’  
one of the flower cards.

3   Go on a yellow hunt 
together – what other 
yellows can your baby  
see in their world?



leaf



1  Look at how the leaf is the 
same on both sides.

2  Help your baby to collect 
some real leaves. 

3  Drop the card and say 
“Whee!” as it falls down,  
as if it were a real leaf.
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